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ABSTRACT 
Two proofs are given of the theorem that the space of ordered n-tuples of complex 
numbers and the space of unordered n-tuples of complex numbers are homeomorphic. 
Let X” be the n-fold Cartesian product of a topological space X. Let S, be 
the symmetric group consisting of all permutations of {1,2,. . . , n}. This group 
acts on X” by permuting the coordinates of its points. The quotient space for 
this action is denoted as X&,,, and is called the n th symmetric product of X. 
This should be thought of as the space of unordered n-tuples of elements of X. 
Symmetric products have long been studied by algebraic geometers. 
When X is a Riemann surface, or an algebraic curve, X&,, parametrizes the 
effective divisors of degree n. To the perturbation theorist the space C tW is of 
interest because the eigenvalue n-tuple of a matrix is best thought of as a 
point in this space [l]. 
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In both these applications the key fact is the following 
THEOREM. The spaces C Snym and C n are homeomorphic. 
K. MUKHERJEA 
For the geometer, this is (almost) a triviality: the elementary symmetric 
functions generate all symmetric functions and are algebraically independent; 
so 42” and Cc! are isomorphic as varieties; so, by standard results, they are 
homeomorphic. 
The analyst would prefer to have a more direct proof. In [l] we attempted 
to provide such a proof, since it seemed difficult to come by one, or even a 
clearly recognisable statement of this fact, in the literature. Unfortunately, 
this putative proof contains an egregious mistake. Since then we have also 
found that Whitney [4] provides an extensive treatment of symmetric prod- 
ucts; and from the more general facts and notations which he needs for his 
study it is indeed possible to extract a proof of this theorem. 
Motivated partly by a desire to atone for our earlier mistake and partly by 
a belief that a convenient ready reference might be useful, we provide here 
two quick simple proofs of this theorem. No novelty is claimed. 
Both proofs start out with the map S:C”+C” given by S(zi,...,z,,)= 
(s1(z~,...,z,),...,s,(z1,“‘, z,,)), where sk is the kth elementary symmetric 
function in n variables. This map is continuous, and by the fundamental 
theorem of algebra it is surjective. So it induces a continuous bijection 
S:c~nym-C”, such that the diagram 
commutes, where m is the natural quotient map. If we show that the inverse 
map S- i is continuous, then s wiIl provide the required homeomorphism. 
Both our proofs achieve this by imbedding the spaces C” and C&, as 
dense subspaces of compact Hausdorff spaces and extending the above maps 
in such a way that the extension S of S remains continuous and bijective. The 
spaces now involved being compact and Hausdorff, s” will be a homeomor- 
phism and hence so will !% 
We begin the first proof by applying one-point compactification to all the 
spaces and get a diagram 
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(2) C P, is a “good” compact&cation of C”, retaining, for example, the 
complex analytic structure. So the extension of S is natura.Uy derived in this 
case. The one-point compactification is a less natural compactification for C”. 
Hence, we have to invoke some estimates to establish the continuity of our 
extension in this case. 
(3) The map S-‘:C” +C” sym takes the point (a,,...,~,) to the roots of 
the polynomial z” - aiz”-’ + * *. +( - 1)“~~. The continuity of S-l is the 
correct formulation of the “folklore” statement: the roots of a polynomial are 
continuous functions of its coefficients. 
(4) A natural metric on C&,, can be defined as 
where u runs over all permutations. A celebrated theorem of Ostrowski [2, 
Appendix A] gives an estimate of the diameter of a set in C&,, with this 
metric in terms of the diameter of its image in C” under the map S. 
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